
 
GoToMeeting WMV File Conversion for Bits on the Run 
 
 
Step I: Convert Source WMV G2M3/G2M4 Codec Video to WMV WMV3 Codec Video 
 
1. Go to C:\Program Files\Citrix\GoToMeeting\xxx (where xxx is a folder with numbers, which is the 
version of GTM you have installed). There will be a file called "g2mtranscoder.exe". This is the utility 
that GoToMeeting uses to convert the file to a generic WMV file after recording. 
 
1. Copy g2mtranscoder.exe AND g2m.dll files and paste them onto the ROOT C: drive (ie not in a 
folder). 
 
2. Place the GoToMeeting recorded WMV G2M3/G2M4 Codec Video file on the ROOT C: drive as well. 
 
3. Launch the command prompt (start -> run -> cmd). 
 
4. If the command prompt launches and shows a file/folder path (ie C:\Documents and Setting\etc) 
then type "cd.." (without the quotes) until you are seeing just the root C: in the command prompt line 
(will look like C:\>). 
 
5. Now type the following at the prompt: "c:\g2mtranscoder.exe source=c:\videofilenamehere.wmv". 
(Of course put the name of your video file instead of those words and don't forget the .wmv). 
 
Time per file for conversion varies depending on the length, and therefore the size, of the file, as well 
as the computer being used.  A 1 hour 9 minute file takes about 15 minutes on a computer with an 
Intel Core i3 CPU 350 at 3.2 GHz with 6 Gb of memory and onboard Intel HD graphics.  
 
Step 2: Follow the instructions Using The Instructions In The Client Document “How to Add Videos to 
Website Using BitsOnTheRun.docx” 
 
Step 3. Encode The File Created In Step 3 Using Microsoft Expression Encoder 4. 
 
1. Import the file to be converted, by clicking File -> Import, and choosing the file from the dialog box. 

 
2. Changes the presets to the options as they appear in the screenshot below. 

 
3. Right-click on the imported file listed at the bottom of the program in the Media Content section, 

the choose the “Encode Selected Item” option. The file will now be encoded in a format that can be 
uploaded to Bits on the Run. NOTE: The new file will be larger than the original file, because the 
GoToMeeting file, when saved in the GoToMeeting format, is designed to be as small as possible. 

 
Time per file for encoding varies depending on the length, and therefore the size, of the file, as well as 
the computer being used.  A 1 hour 9 minute file takes about 38 minutes on a computer with an Intel 
Core i3 CPU 350 at 3.2 GHz with 6 Gb of memory and onboard Intel HD graphics.  
 



 
 



NOTE: The final file will be larger than the original file, as the proprietary codec used by GoToMeeting 
makes their WMV file significantly smaller than a standard WMV file. 


